
 

 

 

Esker Simplifies Complex IT Environments with 

Solution for End-to-End Document Process 

Automation 

SAP® TechEd Booth 122: Esker set to showcase the benefits of 
document process automation with SAP applications  

 
LAS VEGAS — October 22, 2013 — Esker, a worldwide leader in document process automation solutions and 

SAP software solution and technology partner, will be at the SAP® TechEd conference in Las Vegas, October 21-

25, to highlight the advantages of using a single shared platform to automate document processing for any 

business process. Esker will be located at booth 122 with representatives available to answer attendees’ 

questions about the use of end-to-end automation of document processing in an SAP solution environment.  

 

“All the Pieces, One Integrated Platform” 

Conference attendees will recognize Esker’s booth by its puzzle theme and “All the Pieces, One Integrated Platform” 

message, which illustrates how one piece of technology can unify your document process automation efforts using 

solutions that include: Order Processing, Accounts Payable, Accounts Receivable, Esker Cloud Fax Services and 

Esker Mail Services. Esker solutions work with SAP software using patented document automation technologies to 

help reduce the manual processing of documents, offering IT professionals a unique value from Esker’s partnership 

with SAP.  

 

Commenting on the participation, Steve Smith, U.S. Chief Operating Officer at Esker Americas, said: “Automation is a 

key tool for maximizing the performance of your document process infrastructure — but it’s all about how you use it. 

Rather than deal with the complexity brought on by combining various stand-alone solutions, Esker simplifies the IT 

landscape with one platform that works with SAP solutions and is capable of automating document processing for 

virtually any business process that runs on paper. All of Esker solutions are available on-demand as well, which 

means companies can realize quicker ROI while keeping the demands on their IT departments low.” 

 

Enhancing your Esker knowledge 

In addition to interacting with Esker’s leadership team, attendees visiting booth 122 can also request complimentary 

copies of Esker white papers, thought leadership articles and case studies that outline customer success stories. And 

as a bonus, we’ll have our famous flashing sunglasses on-hand to give away. Always a crowd favorite!  
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Smith added, “SAP TechEd provides a unique opportunity to share our expertise and demonstrate how our solutions 

work with SAP applications. It’s very rewarding to speak with folks in the industry about the challenges they’re facing. 

We really feel like our solutions offer value within IT and encourage everyone attending to stop by to learn more.”  

 

About Esker 

Esker is the worldwide leader in document process automation solutions. Addressing all types of business 

processes, from accounts payable and accounts receivable to sales order processing and procurement, Esker 

cloud computing solutions enable companies to automate the reception, processing and sending of any business 

document with one platform. Esker helps over 80,000 companies across the world to reduce the use of paper  

and eliminate manual processes while improving their productivity, efficiency and environmental impact. 

 
With 40.3 million euros in sales revenue in 2012, Esker operates in North America, Europe and Asia Pacific with 

global headquarters in Lyon, France, and U.S. headquarters in Madison, Wisconsin. Esker is listed on the NYSE 

Alternext in Paris (Code ISIN FR0000035818). For more information, visit www.esker.com. Follow Esker on 

Twitter at twitter.com/eskerinc and join the conversation on the Esker blog at www.quitpaper.com. 

 

 
Corporate Contact: Gina Leranth, Esker Inc. – Tel: 608.828.6141  Email: gina.leranth@esker.com 
Investor Relations Contact: Emmanuel Olivier, Esker S.A. – Tel: 33 (0)4 72 83 46 46  Email: olivier@esker.fr   
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